Muinho stays put as NFA President

By Kayele M. Kambombo

WINDBHOEK - John Muinho was re-elected as NFA President for another four year term at the NFA Elective Congress held on Saturday, October 2, 2010 outside Windhoek.

The frame of mind was calm and collective. The ambiance was friendly despite the fact that it was a battle of the fittest to take it all.

There was no antagonism noticeable but all awaited for the positive outcome. The voters have cast their votes and the results were due. Everyone’s mind was "I will win". There would be only one winner in any race. Muinho took the upper hand. The process was declared clear, fair and transparent as both camps accepted the outcome of the elections.

However, they had respect for each other. In a nutshell they acted prudently and professionally.

In his acceptance statement, Muinho thanked all who voted for him into power and has invited them to join him in the future for the development of football.

"To Ranga … if I have offended you in any way, please forgive me. Together we have to make a huge content of interest, adding that we have to support each other to develop football in this country", Haikali accepted defeat and call on all football administrators, sympathizers and supporters to embrace football unity as the prime entity that should be hailed "above all of us".

Haikali has pledged a whooping N$30 000 to NFA to register his commitment in football development as a token of his commitment towards the development of football.

JID has call on unity of purpose, cooperation and to forge ahead with the development of football in Namibia.

On the invitation of the NFA, Tanzanian FA President Leodegar Tenga and FIFAS’s Manager for Member Associations, Primo Corvaro graced the Congress as FIFA observers.